Higgs Network
Introduction of
Cooperative Games
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Higgs Network layouts blockchain game fields in the early stage in
China, through the game asset Exchange which calls GAEX to has a lot
of game quality blockchain game resources. Higgs Network cooperates
with multiple public chain and has positive feedback from the ecosystem of the public chain, The examples of cooperation：
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First multi-player strategic
war game

Case for the Cooperation
NAME：TRONRAIDER
ADDRESS：http://tronraider.io
RELATIONSHIP：Investment of Higgs Network
PUBLIC CHAIN：TRON
DATA：Top 5 of trading volume and the number of trading
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合作游戏案例
NAME： FISHCHAIN
ADDRESS：http://fishchain.io
RELATIONSHIP：strategic partnership
PUBLIC CHAIN： Ethereum
DATA：

A poplar blockchain game, the top 10 poplar blockchain game in
China， the daily active users about 1,000. FISHCHAIN has a longterm effective game token model with ELA, WICC, ACT and etc., and
still in the steady development.
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合作游戏案例
NAME： NEOWORLD
ADDRESS：http://neoworld.io
RELATIONSHIP：strategic partnership
PUBLIC CHAIN： Ethereum
DATA：

A famous blockchain game, the top 10 poplar
blockchain game in China, the daily active users
about 10,000. NEOWORLD has an active and
influence community.
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合作游戏案例
NAME： NEOLAND
ADDRESS：https://neoland.neoworld.io
RELATIONSHIP：Higgs Network offers technology supports and
operation.
PUBLIC CHAIN： NEO
DATA：The daily active users about 758 during 16th Mar- 31st Mar. The
grand total of deposits are 25,000NEO, recently, Higgs Network helps
data moves on blockchain of NEOLAND
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合作游戏案例
NAME： EOSLAND
ADDRESS：https://neoworld.io/eosland
RELATIONSHIP：Higgs Network offers technology supports and
operation.
PUBLIC CHAIN： NEO
DATA：The daily active users about 1,583 during 16th Mar- 31st Mar.
The
grand total of deposits are 40,000EOS, recently, Higgs Network helps
data moves on blockchain of NEOLAND.

NAME： NEOFISH
ADDRESS：https://neofish.io
RELATIONSHIP：Higgs Network offers technology supports and
operation.
PUBLIC CHAIN： NEO
DATA： NEOFISH will launch on 20th Apr, which is a mainly generalize
project.
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Cooperative Games
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 Cooperative Games
• ZIL as flow token in the game
• Easy to copy：ZILFish-FISHCHAIN、ZILNEOWORLD ZILWar-CRYPTO WAR
• Smart contract game development：ZILRAIDER
 Case

Introduction of
Higgs Network

希格斯网络是一家为区块链游戏服务的基础设施提供商

WALLET

GAME
HIGGS
EXCHANGE

BLOCKCHAIN

Higgs Network provides service
for the blockchain games:
◆ management on crypto
wallet
◆ The fastest exchange and
liquidity
◆ Improve token model in
game

Higgs Network provides service for the
public chains:
◆ Traffic into cash
◆ The fastest exchange and liquidity
◆ Verification and popularization of
technology
希格斯网络

Higgs Network provides management service of the crypto wallet
3 key elements of a successful
blockchain game:
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◆ Art design
◆ Game content
◆ Design of token model
The blockchain technology is also an important
element to success, specially in the aspect of
wallet ,contract safety and the cost of operation.
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◆ Some assets of game will be used
centralized management, the safety of
the crypto assets are important as same
as the Exchange.
◆ It needs an independent node and
wallet service when connect with each
public chain, and also needs people to
maintain and manage, the cost of
copying is very high.

Higgs Network provides a standard ADF or API,
the blockchain games launch with Higgs Network
at the same time also achieve fundamentally
interconnected with public chain assets.
Higgs Networks’managent service of crypto
wallet based on the technology on blockchain,
this technology has mature frame and also
protect by multiple safety of Knownsec, those
could make sure the blockchain game asset are
very safe.
The blockchain game connect with Higgs
Networks could save abundant operation costs
and server fee, and also help games focus on the
game development and create game contents.
Game partnerships：

FishChain NEOWORLD
NEOFISH

NEOLAND

Cryptowar Horse Saga

CardMaker ImperialThrone

Higgs Network provides a faster exchange and liquidity service
for the blockchain games
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The right based on the game asset, the blockchain
game includes 2 important field:

◆ Game field
◆ Finance field

Finance field is strange for the most
develop teams of the blockchain, in a
normal operation economic system,
the games liquidity is a barrier for
game token developing.

Higgs Network provides a faster exchange and
liquidity service for the blockchain games, and
also provides an extended digital assets
exchange network, this network includes a
faster exchange and liquidity service.
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◆ The first considerable thing is the trade
speed for the blockchain game users
◆ The trade volume is the subordinate
element for the users, because for the
invest users, the price sensitivity is lower
when compare with the common users.
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Base on Bancor calculation, the reserve token of Higgs Network
provides a faster exchange and liquidity service for all
blockchain games, which could be charged.

Higgs Network provides improving service of game token
model for the blockchain games
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The blockchain game industry just
rises, the most practitioners come
from the game industry, when
consider about the token model there
is no mature experience to use for
reference.
2 differences between the traditional game and
the blockchain game：

◆ Freedom of assets interaction
◆ The numerical limitation on the inflation
mechanism
numerical design of traditional games are
not suitable for the blockchain games’
token model, maybe a small weakness will
bring shutdown of the whole economic
system.

Higgs Network participated in designing the
game token model of multiple famous blockchain
games and has a completed methodology on
blockchain games. Higgs Network could like to
share with game developers and also could like to
provide improving service of game token model
for the blockchain games

双螺旋结构经济模型
(单一通证，基于NFT与FT)

混合通证经济模型

宏观调控模型
(应对通胀及通缩)

Games need a mature game token model to live
longer, Higgs Network could provide a faster
exchange and liquidity service, that brings a long
term stable development of games.

Higgs Network will provide the plans of traffic
for the public chains
Higgs Network will provide the plans of traffic for the public chains, that based on the
experience of overseas game publisher. Through the cooperate with Facebook, Google and
others, Higgs Network will turn the traditional game players into a blockchain members and
token holders. Monitoring the popularization costs and the operation of the token model, that
make sure the transform process is high efficient with the lower cost.

Token
Consumer
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Blockchain Game

Token
Holder

Higgs Network provides a faster exchange and liquidity
service for the blockchain projects
Higgs Network will provide a faster exchange and liquidity network for the blockchain
projects. In this network, The investment type users will become a token providers,
which achieve value flow and circulation inside of the blockchain games.
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The holder type users will provide a
faster exchange and liquidity service
for the user type users, that has
revenue of handling fee, this is a
core model of the Higgs Network.
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Higgs Network will provide the verification and
popularization of technology for the blockchain projects
In order to ensure the users experience, the most blockchain developers will
give up the whole games on the blockchain, instead of using centralized IOU
to record data, at the same times, the unstable performance of some public
chains, that is also an important barrier of the pure blockchain game
development.
Asynchronous
transaction

GAME2
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Blockchain
Transaction
backups

Asynchronous transaction and transaction backups mechanism are helped
Higgs Networks achieves game data, logical processing and assets process on
the blockchain which without has any influences on game experience. This
process is used by recording, that cannot has any influences on the game
results. It’s also could explore the limitation of the public chains at the same
time, and also prepares for launching the business in the future.
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